AGM-86 CRUISER MISSILE

FRENCH MODEL ROCKET

OPERATION SEARCH & DESTROY

#1886

1. ATTACH PARACHUTE

A. Form a loop with shock wire.
B. Lay shock cord over loop about 1/2 (2.5 cm) from nose cone.
C. Pass parachute through loop.
D. Pull tight.

2. PREPARE PARACHUTE FOR FLIGHT

A. Insert 2 squares of loosely crumpled recovery into rocket.
B. Spike parachute.
C. Fold.
D. Roll.

IMPORTANT: Parachute must be in place and not too tight or too loose to work properly.

NOTE: Only Escalade 1202374 Recommended.

1. PREPARE ENGINE

A. Separate igniter and plug
B. Turn off retainer ring at rear of rocket.
C. Slide engine into rocket body as shown.
D. Twist retainer ring into locked position to hold engine in place.

PRECAUTIONS

NAR Safety Code

PREPARATION OF ENGINE

WARNING: FLAMMABLE

To avoid serious injury, read instructions & NAR Safety Code included with engine.
PREPARE YOUR ENGINE ONLY WHEN YOU ARE OUTSIDE OF THE LAUNCH SITE PREPARING TO LAUNCH!

1. FILE YOUR ROCKET

A. Hold rocket upside down, drop in igniter, Igniter must touch propellant.
B. Insert igniter plug.
C. Firmly push all the way in.

2. RECOVERY

F. Recover the rocket.

MISFIRE

TAKES THE KEY OUT OF THE CONTROLLER, WAIT ONE MINUTE BEFORE GOING NEAR THE ROCKET! Disconnect the igniter clips. Take the plug and igniter out of the engine. If the igniter has burned, it worked but did not ignite the engine because it was not touching the propellant inside the engine.

Put a new igniter all the way inside the engine without bending it. Push the plug in place. Repeat the steps under Countdown and Launch.